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Welcome
CLAAS is the name not only for

high performance combines,

forage harvesters and

management systems, but for

100% performance and passion

for tractors. 

After the acquisition of Renault

Agriculture in 2003, CLAAS

steadily expanded and upgraded

its tractors, and today provides a full model range for

every application, offering state of the art technology to

enhance both performance and driver experience.  

The culmination of this development programme has

been the introduction of a new range of CLAAS tractors,

the AXION 900 and ARION 600/500. Both these series

set a new standard in technological innovation in the

tractor market. With the new ARION and AXION series,

CLAAS has satisfied the new emission standards Stage

IIIb (Tier 4i), and with CLAAS POWER SYSTEMS (CPS)

goes one step even further. 

In addition, and no less important, is the service and

parts back up the CLAAS dealer network offers, which is

second to none in the industry  – another key reason for

our growth in the tractor market. 

Our new combine range for 2013 also brings exciting

new developments to the market. This edition of

HarvesTimes highlights the highs and lows of what has

been a truly difficult harvest for many of you, and a

testing time for our machines too. We also give you an

overview of our new CLAAS tractors, and the continued

expansion of CLAAS across the globe. 

Going in to 2013 we have much to celebrate. and of

special importance, 100 years of CLAAS. We hope that

you will all join us in some way with our 100-year

celebrations, details of which your local CLAAS dealer

will share with you over the coming months. 

Thank you

Trevor Tyrrell

CEO, CLAAS UK LtdGeneral user story

Global News

Trevor Tyrrell

CEO, CLAAS UK Ltd



As part of ongoing development and investment in
product, CLAAS has introduced a completely new
generation of ARION 600 and 500 range tractors, which
will be available from this autumn.

Under the bonnet the new ARION range features the latest

engine technology in order to fully comply with the TIER 4i

emissions regulations whilst also offering enhanced

performance. However, of particular benefit to operators

will be the new ARION cab, which incorporates many

features first introduced last autumn on the high

horsepower AXION 900 range and will set a new standard

for this size of tractor.

The new ARION range comprises seven models, available

in either CIS (CLAAS Information System) or CEBIS

versions, with high torque levels and maximum power

outputs ranging from 145hp for the new ARION 530 up to

184hp for the ARION 650.

The ARION is powered by the latest DPS Powertech PVX

engines which use DOC and DPF emissions treatment

technology in order to meet TIER 4i standards. 

The engines also feature 4-valve technology, a variable

geometry turbocharger, intercooling and a new common

rail injection system that operates at a higher pressure of

2000 bar, compared to 1320 bar previously. 

To save fuel and reduce noise, the ARION also features the

new VISCTRONIC electronic fan control system for precise

control of the cooling fan. The cooling pack has also been

designed for optimum efficiency and each component can

be quickly swung open for easy access and cleaning. 

Optimum power transfer
The new ARION retains the well proven and reliable

CLAAS HEXASHIFT transmission which DLG tests have

shown offers extremely high levels of power transfer to the

driving wheels and PTO, resulting in increased output and

a corresponding reduction in fuel consumption.

The REVERSHIFT electrohydraulic clutchless reverser has

also been retained, as has the Skipshift function that

allows changing up through the gears two at a time, and

the Speedmatching function that ensures smooth range

changes.

AXION 900 size cab
One of the most striking features of the new generation

ARION 600/500 range is the cab, which sets a

new standard for this size of tractor on

account of its space and comfort.

The new cab is an adapted version of

that used on the new AXION 900.

New Product
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Latest ARION sets new mid-range standard
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The cab is positioned slightly further forwards and for

greater all-round visibility has only four main pillars, with a

fifth on the left hand side from which the wide opening

door is hung. The curved rear window has allowed the two

rear ‘B’ pillars to be moved forward, providing the operator

with greater rearward visibility whilst on the offside there is

a single piece door.

The cab also features the unique four-point adjustable cab

suspension system, which is still recognised as one of the

best cab suspension systems on the market, especially

when used in conjunction with the PROACTIV independent

front axle suspension and the transport shock absorber

within the linkage.

Internally, the new slimline dashboard is mounted on the

adjustable steering column, which can be fully folded up

out of the way and the operator has the choice of five

Grammer or Sears seat options.

On CEBIS models, the screen has now been incorporated

into the armrest. All the main transmission, linkage,

hydraulic and GPS steering functions are controlled using

the new CMOTION multifunction control lever, which fits

comfortably into the right hand and can be operated using

just three fingers. The armrest console can also

incorporate an ELECTROPILOT joystick control for the

hydraulic functions.

CIS specification models retain the simple DRIVESTICK

fingertip control of the transmission when working in

manual HEXASHIFT mode, with powershift and range

changes made by simply moving the DRIVESTICK forward

or back. Behind the DRIVESTICK is the throttle control and

engine speed memory buttons, whilst to the side of the

armrest console are the mechanical controls of the three-

point linkage and spool valves, plus the depth control dial

and PTO engagement control. 

Compact, high capacity design
In common with all other CLAAS tractors, the new

generation ARION features a long overall wheelbase, but

within compact overall dimensions, with an almost equal

weight distribution between the front and rear axle

providing excellent comfort, stability and traction.

Aside from ensuring optimum traction for greater output

and reduced fuel consumption, this provides the ARION

with the versatility of being light enough for top work, but

when weighted up to have the traction to utilise the power

and torque for heavy cultivations.

Other specification changes include:

• Base weights range from just 5.7 tonnes up to 7.8

tonnes

• A maximum permitted total weight of 12 tonnes on

both 40kph and 50kph models

• A new heavy duty rear axle that is capable of

taking tyre sizes up to 710/60 R38 ex factory. 

• In addition to current front-end weight options, the

rear axle can now also be fitted with 250kg, 350kg,

450kg or 550kg wheel weights.

• Three-point linkage capacity has also been

increased

• Factory fitted front linkage systems and front

loaders are available, carried on a half-frame

mounted between the front-axle carrier and the

transmission.

• A 110 litre/minute load-sensing hydraulic system 

• Centrally grouped hydraulic, ISOBUS and Power

Beyond couplings

• Front axle braking on 50kph models.



Pre-series AXION 920 impresses
it even in the heaviest going.

It’s a cracking gearbox and

will only use power when it

needs it. Most of the time I

just leave it in automatic and

the AXION will happily run at

about 1700 to 1800 rpm,

rising up to about 2,000rpm

with the Sumo.”

For Freddie, one of the best

features of the tractor is the

new four-post cab. “It’s

brilliant; visibility is very

good and the new steering

column is fantastic, it makes

access very easy. The mouse

(CMOTION) control is simple to use and it’s very easy to

tweak the engine settings and set-up the headland

management. CEBIS really does work extremely well, is

very user friendly and makes it easy to set-up a rough

sequence, try it and then fine tune.”

“With the hydraulics, I like the way that you can customise

it to how you want, and easily allocate spools to either the

(CMOTION) control or the switches on the armrest.”

The AXION 920 has also been fitted with RTK steering,

using the latest GPS PILOT S3 terminal receiving a signal

through the CLAAS RTK network. “We have the option of

picking up a signal from six masts, and the RTK will

default to whichever is the strongest signal, which works

really well,” says David. “The combination of the GPS

steering with the auto gearbox really works well, and it

really does make a difference if you are going to spend 15

to 18 hours in the cab at peak times.”

The AXION is David’s first machine to be fitted with an

SCR engine, but the 8.7 litre FPT engine has proved to be

very economical.

“Bedforming using the triple bed

tiller in heavy soils, the AXION

was averaging about 45 litres

per hour, so is very good on

fuel, with a tank of Ad Blue® (60

litres) lasting three tanks or two

tanks when using the Sumo on

a hot day,” reckons Pete.
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As part of the pre-series

testing for the AXION 900,

contractor David Fox has

been putting a 320hp AXION

920 through its paces.

The AXION 920 was

delivered in March, and has

clocked up 600 hours mainly

doing heavy cultivations.

However, this is not David’s

first experience of the AXION

900, because in 2010 he was

also given a prototype AXION

950 to test.

“With the prototype, I was

basically told to work it hard and put as many hours as

possible on it, so for the three months it spent the whole

time on a 4.5m Discordon sometimes working 24 hours a

day and we put over 500 hours on it, but it went really

well,” says David, who is based in North Lincolnshire near

Brigg.

The pre-series AXION 920 replaced an AXION 850 as

David was looking for more power and a vario

transmission. As soon as it arrived the AXION went

straight onto a Jones triple bed tiller, but has also been

used with a 3.5m Sumo Trio with six legs working at 14

inches, plus haulage work, and up to Christmas has 280ha

of heavy cultivation work ahead of it.

“The AXION is a fantastic tractor and power is never an

issue, even on these heavy soils – it performs really well

and is definitely comparable to a similar sized tracked

machine. We have removed virtually all the weights to

keep weight down but it still does everything you ask of it.

Its pulling power is fantastic.”

Freddie Shanahan and Pete Dawson have been

responsible for driving the prototype and pre-series

versions, and have been equally impressed

by the AXION’s performance.

“The pulling power is simply

awesome,” says Pete. “Nothing stops

David Fox (right) with AXION drivers Freddie Shanahan and Pete Dawson (left)



From creating the first European combine harvester over

75 years ago, CLAAS has always been at the forefront of

harvesting machinery development.

Operating a modern high capacity combine is a complex

operation and requires the driver to set-up or keep an eye

on about 50 settings from the cutterbar to the straw

chopper, which places a high demand on the driver and

can mean that optimum output is not achieved.

When it was launched two years ago, CEMOS (CLAAS

Electronic Machine Optimisation System) marked a major

step forward in helping improve combine performance, by

guiding the operator to the optimal machine settings

through adjustment suggestions. However, a drawback to

this was that it relied on the operator asking for guidance

in the first place. 

With the development of the new CEMOS AUTOMATIC

system, which is an option on all new LEXION 700 models,

CLAAS has developed the world’s first combine harvester

that has the ability to continuously and automatically

adjust its separation and cleaning settings without

operator input. In initial trials, using CEMOS AUTOMATIC

has resulted in output increases of 20%.

CEMOS AUTOMATIC comprises

of two elements: CEMOS AUTO

SEPARATION and CEMOS

AUTO CLEANING, which can be

specified separately. 

CEMOS AUTOMATIC is based

on the current CEMOS system

and the AUTOMATIC variant

retains the same dialogue

function, with the automatic

functions displayed on the

CEBIS MOBILE terminal. Where

both CEMOS AUTO

SEPARATION and CEMOS

AUTO CLEANING are fitted,

these can be switched on and

off separately. 

CEMOS AUTO SEPARATION

This automatically controls residual grain separation by

adjusting:

● The speed of the rotors

● The ROTO-PLUS ‘Bomb-Door’ concave settings

CEMOS AUTO CLEANING

This automatically regulates the cleaning process by

controlling:

● The fan speed 

● The upper sieve position

● The lower sieve position

When using CEMOS AUTOMATIC, the operator can

choose between four different operating strategies: 

● Maximum Throughput - e.g. if the harvesting window is

very tight or if the weather conditions are more favourable

● Minimum fuel consumption

● High grain quality

● Balanced - which is a combination of the above

strategies

When used in combination with the GPS PILOT automatic

steering system, and CRUISE PILOT II, this will mean that

the LEXION combine can operate virtually automatically,

maintaining optimum performance in the areas of

throughput, grain quality, grain cleanliness, minimal fuel

consumption, and ease of operation.
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CEMOS AUTOMATIC uses numerous sensors

to monitor a wide variety of parameters with

split-second accuracy, instantly adjusting the

settings as the crop changes. 

The dawn of fully automatic combining



However the output bar is set to be raised even further

with the addition of the new top-of-the-range model, the

LEXION 780, for 2013, the output from which is about

10-12% higher than that of the current LEXION 770. 

At the same time the output potential of the rest of the

Hybrid LEXION 700 and straw-walker LEXION 600 series

combines has been increased.

Central to the changes to the LEXION combine range for

2013 is the use of new, more powerful, Stage IIIb (TIER

4i) compliant engines. At the same time, CLAAS has also

looked at achieving greater overall efficiency, and has

developed a new DYNAMIC COOLING package for the

LEXION 780/770/760 models, which apart from

enhancing engine performance also has a reduced power

requirement.

TIER 4i power
All LEXION 700 and LEXION 600 series combines now

feature TIER 4i emissions compliant engines, which have

been specifically chosen by CLAAS POWER SYSTEMS

(CPS) on account of their performance benefits. 

All the engines meet the latest emissions standard and

offer greater power output, ranging from 305hp for the

LEXION 620 to 598hp for the new top-of-the-range

LEXION 780. The engine characteristics have also been

optimised so that this power is achieved at a lower rated

speed of just 1900rpm, resulting in reduced fuel

consumption.

In looking for the optimum engine, CLAAS POWER

SYSTEMS have fitted the two most powerful LEXION 780

and 770 models with a Mercedes-Benz engine that uses

SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) technology and a urea

additive in order to meet the required emission standard,

allied to enhanced performance. The remainder of the

LEXION 700 series and all LEXION 600 models are

powered by Caterpillar engines that use Exhaust Gas

Recirculation (EGR) technology.
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New LEXION raises the output
standard

Ever since its launch, the CLAAS LEXION has set the standard for high capacity,
efficient combine harvesting. This was further confirmed last year when a LEXION 770TT
working in Lincolnshire set a new 8 hour harvesting World Record of 675.84 tonnes,
averaging 85.5 tonnes an hour.

CLAAS Harvestimes / Winter 2012



Dynamic cooling
To accommodate the increased power output from the

higher powered TIER 4i engines, CLAAS has developed a

completely new cooling package, DYNAMIC COOLING,

which is fitted to the LEXION 780, 770 and 760 models.

The remainder of the new LEXION 700 series and all

LEXION 600 models use the existing upright planar cooling

and dust extraction system fitted to current LEXION 700

models.

The new DYNAMIC COOLING package features a variable

fan drive which provides ‘cooling on demand’, so only ever

provides the cooling output that is actually required by the

machine. As a result, power requirement is reduced by

around 15hp and up to 20hp on higher powered LEXION

models.

The DYNAMIC COOLING package incorporates a charge-

air pressure cooler, hydraulic fluid cooler and engine

radiator. The cooler package, complete with the variable

fan and a 1.60m diameter filter, lie horizontally behind the

engine in order to achieve a larger surface area. At the

same time the air ducting system has also undergone

significant development.
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In operation, air is drawn into the radiator from above and

then forced downwards towards the engine, and sideways

and down towards the new louvre system. This helps

create a curtain of air to actively prevent dust rising, which

not only ensures that clean air is being continuously drawn

into the engine, but that the whole engine bay area is

cleaner, so reducing maintenance time.

All the new LEXION range also feature a constant

pressure, load-sensing hydraulic system which provides a

50% increase in hydraulic reaction time, especially for

functions such as AUTO-CONTOUR and lateral levelling,

which is some 200% faster. With a working pressure of

500 bar and a pump volume of 120 litres/minute, less load

is placed on the engine, so releasing engine power. 

Other specification changes include

• To handle its greater output performance, each of

the ROTO PLUS rotors on the LEXION 780 is fitted

with six concaves, all of which are fully adjustable

from the cab using CEBIS

• All LEXION 700 series combines are now fitted with

the well proven JET STREAM cleaning system to

ensure a consistent and plentiful supply of air

• The tank capacity across all machines has been

increased, with the new LEXION 780 having a

12,500 litre capacity tank

• The discharge speed on the unloading augers has

also been increased and a new extra long 8.81m

4XL auger is now available which has a discharge

height of 4.98m

• All LEXION 780/770 and 760 TERRA TRAC models

now use the latest third generation TERRA TRAC

units. These feature independent hydro-pneumatic

suspension of the drive wheel and support rollers

with nitrogen dampers to further reduce shock

loading

• All LEXION 700 series and 6-straw walker LEXION

600 models (670/660/650) feature the new CRUISE

PILOT II system. In addition to monitoring the

volume of crop entering the combine and engine

load, CRUISE PILOT II also monitors grain loss to

ensure that the required throughput is maintained

for greater overall efficiency

• Due the new horizontal DYNAMIC COOLING

system, the narrow bodied LEXION 760, will be

available with 40kph transmission when specified

with TERRA TRACs



Ahead of the launch of the new LEXION 700 and 600
series, CLAAS UK has had more than a dozen pre-series
machines out working on farms throughout the UK, from
Kent to Scotland. Here some of those pre-series users
give their thoughts on the new LEXION series.

One of the biggest
advances in combine
development
John Hawthorne and his son Tom have considerable

experience in running pre-series CLAAS combines, and

how to get the most out of their combine. They would

normally expect just the one combine to harvest their

1850ha of wheat and oilseed rape, but such were the

conditions a second LEXION 570 was bought to provide

harvesting insurance.

Whilst a direct comparison of output between the new

LEXION 780 and the LEXION 770 that it replaced is

impossible due to the season, for John, who drives the

combine, the potential for it to provide them with greater

output is certainly there.

“For me the two biggest improvements are the new

DYNAMIC COOLING system and CEMOS AUTOMATIC,”

he says. “The new cooling system has to be one of the

biggest improvements; the engine bay stays so clean and I

only had to clean the radiator and air filter once after 200

hours. By comparison on the LEXION 570 we were having

to blow it out every day.”

“I think that CEMOS AUTOMATIC will be one of

the biggest advances in combine development

and having had it, I would definitely want it

again. The original CEMOS is good, but

normally you might only change the settings a

few times a day. With CEMOS AUTOMATIC you

can just leave it to keep on altering the settings

as the crop varies.”

“It was a good

learning curve. At

times the changes it

made seemed

counter intuitive and

I did wonder what it

was doing, until it

was explained to me

how its first priority

is to automatically

keep the sample as

clean as possible.

For the conditions, I

found that in wheat

‘Maximum

Throughput’ mode was the best option as in ‘Balance’ the

conditions meant it tended to try to over clean the

sample.” 

“The speed at which it sensed a change in the crop was

incredible. Initially when Tom was working behind me in

the LEXION 570, he would see the LEXION 780 slow down

and wonder why, then at the same spot his losses would

start flashing and the power go up as the crop obviously

changed. Over the whole of harvest the LEXION 780 never

blocked once, whereas the 570 did a number of times, so

Tom quickly learnt to slow down when the LEXION 780

did, and he also ended up basing his settings on the

LEXION 780’s.”

“CEMOS AUTOMATIC has been good, but when updated

with everything learnt from the pre-series versions it will be

invaluable. It was the same with Cruise Pilot, which in pre-

Pre-series User
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John Hawthorne
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series was all-right, but a year later after an update was far

better and now in ‘Throughput’ mode is just to die for, it’s

fantastic. Having the LEXION 570 for this harvest you

certainly noticed the difference. The new LEXION 780

when set in ‘Throughput’ mode was always even and just

kept cruising along, whilst the 570 was lumpy and

regularly nearly blocking.”

“As ever Marsh has been superb. Being a pre-series

machine you expect there to be some issues, but there

has been nothing major and we have been very well

looked after both by them but also by the CLAAS

development team. I don’t think I have ever had so many

Germans here, but they have been extremely supportive

and keen to see what we are doing, which has been

great,” concludes John.

The potential for
greater efficiency
Whilst this has not been a season for high outputs, by the

time they finished harvest in mid-September, LE Barnes &

Sons two new pre-series LEXION 780TTs had cleared

2350ha of cereals, including 1620ha of wheat.

Operator Stuart Beardsell says that considering the

conditions this harvest, he has been really impressed by

the performance of the two new LEXIONs, which replaced

a couple of LEXION 600s, and were supplied by Kirby.

Like other pre-series users, the ‘stand-out’ features of the

LEXION 780TT for Stuart are the new DYNAMIC COOLING

system, engine performance and CEMOS AUTOMATIC.

“The new CEMOS AUTOMATIC system worked very well

and has definitely got great potential and something I will

certainly use,” he says. “You have to learn to sit on your

hands and just leave it to get on with it as sometimes it

may do things that you would not expect.”

“For someone who has not driven a combine a lot,

CEMOS AUTOMATIC will be a great help and enable them

to make the most of the combine. But for a more

experienced operator, it is there in the background and will

try some settings that you would not normally have

thought of.”

“But the important fact is that as an operator, you will

normally only realistically change the combine settings a

number of times a day, whereas CEMOS AUTOMATIC is

the whole time instantly reacting to even slight changes in

the crop.”

The other noticeable change for Stuart is the change to

the use of SCR to meet Tier 4i emissions regulations, and

the effect this has had on fuel consumption.

“The LEXION 780’s engine if far smoother and quieter than

the LEXION 600, and having Ad Blue® worked very well. A

tankfull was lasting about two days, but the engine was

noticeably more fuel efficient and would comfortably last a

14 to 15 hour day, which is far better than the LEXION

600.”

“Also the new DYNAMIC COOLING system is superb, I

think I only blew the radiator out twice over 1300ha, and

the whole engine area stayed extremely clean.”

Stuart has also been impressed by the other

improvements that feature on the 700 series, especially the

improved hydraulic reaction time, thanks to the change to

a constant pressure hydraulic system, which he found

made the VARIO 1200 cutterbar far more reactive.

“Also the new TERRA TRACs are far smoother than on the

LEXION 600, and the ability to raise the track unit slightly

so as to lift the cutterbar over a gatepost is a great benefit

when moving between fields.”

“As an operator, the cab is a great place to work. CLAAS

has thought about everything and to be able to just look

down and see the returns through the small window is

fantastic and so much easier. Also the CRUISE PILOT II is

far better and great that it can now also be used on the

headlands. All in all the LEXION 780 has great potential.”

Stuart Beardsell
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Greater output helps
preserve quality
A pre-series LEXION 770TT for this harvest has given

David Philp & Partners, based at Waltham St Lawrence

near Reading, the output to get their 1100ha of cereals,

including 700ha of milling wheats harvested without any

significant loss of quality, despite the conditions.

“The Thames Valley is very good for growing milling

wheats and this harvest has been really challenging, but

we managed to preserve quality and hagbergs should not

be an issue,” says Nick Philp. “Southern Harvesters
suggested the new LEXION 770TT, which has been

fantastic and along with changing from a 9.0m wide

cutterbar to 10.5m, gave us substantially more output,

which was critical this year.”

“By the end of harvest in truly ripe wheat we were

averaging 60 tonnes per hour and certainly got the

impression that it could do far more in good conditions.”

Nick has been particularly impressed by the efficiency of

the new Mercedes SCR engine and the DYNAMIC

COOLING system on the LEXION 770. “This is our first

experience of using an engine with Ad Blue®, but it was

not an issue. We used 1000 litres over the whole of

harvest but it was noticeable that the engine was far more

fuel efficient, and I certainly don’t mind having to add a bit

of Ad Blue® if diesel use is reduced. Running costs will

certainly be lower.”

“The new DYNAMIC COOLING system is also a massive

improvement and because the engine is now so clean and

there is far less dust, this certainly helps reduce the fire

risk and means that the air-cleaner does not have to be

emptied so often, which aids turn-around time in the

morning. CLAAS has basically taken what was already a

very good product and made it even better.”

This was also the Philps’ first experience of having driver

aids such as CRUISE PILOT and CEMOS, which once the

operator got used to them were certainly a benefit.

“CRUISE PILOT was definitely a great aid for the operator,

as it reduced stress and gave him more time to look at the

settings and use CEMOS in order to get as good a sample

as possible, and in good conditions when it was set on

‘Throughput’ it was not uncommon for the combine to be

operating at 5.0 to 6.0kph. Having seen what it can do, I

would also certainly look at CEMOS AUTOMATIC in the

future.”

“We have also had the combine fitted with TELEMATICS

so that we can look at how we can further improve

harvesting efficiency.  We have been extremely pleased

with the new LEXION 770, it has certainly provided us with

greater output and meant that we were able to complete

harvest at the normal finish time.”

Increased output on
the hills
For specialist seed growers RJ Moore & Son of Stapleford

near Salisbury, the switch to a pre-series LEXION 760

MONTANA has been an overwhelming success. About half

of the wheat, barley, oilseed rape and oats are for seed,

plus they also combine 34ha of grass seed which proved

particularly challenging this year.

“In grass, we were harvesting at 44% moisture content,

working at 3kph, but the new LEXION 760 handled it

extremely well in conditions where I think our previous

LEXION 570 would have really struggled,” says operator

Graham Scott.

Pre-series User
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“We have been

really impressed

with the new

LEXION 760.

Despite the

conditions, I

would say that

output was

about 15%

higher than the

LEXION 570 and

because of the

increased

output, fuel

consumption

was 7-10%

less.”

“Due to the

conditions, on

the best days we were averaging about 35 tonnes/hour

compared to about 54tph with the 570, but in good

conditions I reckon the LEXION 760 will be not far off 60

tonnes/hour. This year has been exceptional and output

hampered by the conditions and having to close

everything down and drive to the returns.”

Graham puts the increase in output down to a number of

factors. Whilst the rise in engine power to 490hp plays a

large part, allied to this is the new DYNAMIC COOLING

system, the quicker reaction time of the combine’s

constant pressure hydraulic system, improved reel design

and the MONTANA’s redesigned feeder housing.
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Despite the difficult conditions, Graham has also been

impressed by the more efficient, less power hungry

hydraulics and variable fan, which place less load on the

engine. 

“The extra power was certainly noticeable and means the

combine is far more efficient, and you never notice it

regenerating. The new cooling system is fantastic and the

engine has been a lot cleaner. Instead of having to blow

out every morning, it now only needs doing every four

days, and the air cleaner also only needs emptying every

four days. And due to the flow of air down the sides of the

combine, the whole engine bay stays extremely clean.”

“The reaction time of the hydraulics is also vastly

improved. This is especially noticeable when the combine

is self-levelling whilst turning on the headland, as it is

instant and 100% better.”

“The feed into the combine is also improved. This is partly

due to the new thicker reel bars which are far stronger and

seem to prevent wrapping, but the new design of the

feeder housing means that regardless of the angle of the

cutterbar there is no longer the dead spot that used to

restrict and cause blockages. This is 100 times better and

has to be one of the biggest improvements.”

“All in all it’s gone really well. As a pre-series there have

been a few little hiccups, but the service from Vaughan
Agri is excellent. All-in-all it been extremely reliable and

provided us with extra output and efficiency.”

Graham Scott



“A thoroughly good combine in a thoroughly bad year,” is

how Charles Baxter describes the new pre-series LEXION

660 that he has been running this harvest.

“I would have loved to have had it last year. With the

increased power and other new features it would have

been well ahead of my previous LEXION 550.”

Using a VARIO 750 cutterbar, the new LEXION 660 has

been used to harvest  324ha of wheat and 160ha of

oilseed rape, plus some beans and oats.

“It’s gone very well and we have been extremely pleased

with it,” says Charles who farms at South Ormsby in

Lincolnshire. “The increase in power has been helpful and

changing to TIER 4i has not been an issue. The only way I

knew it was regenerating was when the light came on,

otherwise it was not noticeable.”

“The larger grain tank (to 11,000 litres) has to be one of the

best improvements for me, along with the new CMOTION

joystick, which is lovely to use. Also the hydraulics are

noticeably quicker, especially for AUTO CONTOUR. But it’s

also the other small attention to detail changes that have

been made, such as the folding points on the cutterbar,

that just make the LEXION so easy to set-up and use.”

“The cab is also an extremely nice environment in which to

work. This harvest has been a challenge, but we were very

lucky that the bulk of the wheat was harvested at 15%,

and the new LEXION 660 went very well and was easy to

set-up.”

“The support and service from Marsh, whose Ulceby

branch is only three miles away, is extremely good and

very important to us,” concludes Charles.
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Powerful but frugal
For contractor Robert Parker, the change to a new pre-

series LEXION 630 for this harvest has resulted in reduced

fuel consumption and greater output.

From his base at Ticknall in Derbyshire, Robert Parker and

his son Michael run two combines, the new LEXION 630

which replaced a LEXION 530, and a 40kph LEXION

750TT which was new last season, both of which were

supplied by Marsh. 

The new 6.0m cut LEXION 630 is powered by a 359hp Tier

4i compliant engine, which features optimised engine

characteristics so that maximum power is achieved at a

lower rated speed of just 1900rpm.

“In what has been a very difficult season, the new LEXION

630 has really gone very well,” says Michael Parker. “The

most noticeable difference is that even though it has a

more powerful engine than the LEXION 530, because it’s

lower revving it definitely uses less fuel. Also having the

larger grain tank (9,000 litres) certainly helps output.”

“It was great to operate,” adds driver Harry Dilks. “The cab

is very comfortable and I really liked the CMOTION control.

It was simple to operate, all the buttons fall nicely to hand

and it produced a really good sample.”

“The LEXION 630 was never short of power and engine

loading remained well within its capacity. The LEXION was

only generally using about half a tank of fuel a day. Also,

where it not for the light that comes on I would never have

known when the DPF filter was regenerating and you

certainly didn’t lose power whilst it was doing it.”

With fields ranging in size from just 1ha up to about 35ha

and with a lot of narrow roads and bridges to negotiate,

the compact size of both the LEXIONs has proved ideal.

New Product
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Nick and Charles Baxter

Harry Dilks and Michael Parker

Small changes make all the difference



TUCANO models for 2013 have gained

additional performance, comfort and

intelligence, and been upgraded to include

some of the proven features of the LEXION. 

The latest models see a change to higher

capacity engines, plus the operator now

benefits from the easy to use CMOTION

multifunction control unit, plus the inclusion

of the latest CEBIS control system and

availability of EASY electronic mapping,

monitoring and steering options.

SCR Engines
One of the main changes is the move to the

latest Stage IIIb (TIER 4i) emissions

compliant engines on the TUCANO 470,

450, 440, 430 340, 330 and 320 models.

These are now powered by the latest generation Mercedes

Benz engines fitted with Selective Catalytic Reduction

(SCR) technology. The LEXION 480 however remains

unchanged. In addition to meeting the latest emission

regulations, these new engines also offer increased engine

outputs of up to 326 HP (ECE R120), with power outputs

now ranging from 238hp on the smallest TUCANO 320

(204hp previously) up to 326hp on the TUCANO 470. 

To provide increased cooling capacity, the cooling concept

of the TUCANO has also been revised. On TUCANO 400

models, the rotating radiator frame has been widened, and

the air intake surface enlarged by 33%. The resulting

increased air flow improves the cooling performance of the

system by up to 15%.

LEXION style operating convenience
In the cab, the operator will find that the latest TUCANO

has gained additional comfort, especially with regards

ease of use. The most noticeable difference is the change

from a joystick to the latest CMOTION multifunction

controller, which is integrated into the right-hand arm rest

and is operated using just three fingers. 

In addition, all TUCANO models have also adopted a

simplified version of the Hot Key and CEBIS rotary switch

control system used in the LEXION. The CEBIS rotary

switch is used to control the basic machine settings in

working mode whilst the Hot Key rotary switch provides

fast access for controlling further functions.

The TUCANO can also now be specified with the full range

EASY steering and management tools, including

TELEMATICS, yield mapping, GPS PILOT and LASER

PILOT on both sides of the cutterbar. 
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John Reynolds, the Master of the Worshipful Company of Farmers, is flanked by the

1952 Fordson, which will be driven by its owner Andrew Streeter and the XERION 5000

which will be driven by Frazer Jolly, farm manager of the South Pickenham Estate.

Benefits of TELEMATICS

• The combine can be remotely monitored from the office

or via a hand held device

• View and record daily performance and settings 

• Compare performance and settings with other machines

• Using Google Earth monitor the combine’s location,

routes travelled and where it has unloaded or been

stopped

• Analyse and make informed decisions on harvesting

efficiency

More performance and intelligence for the
TUCANO

Lord Mayor’s Show
This year’s Lord Mayor’s Show, which takes place in

London on November 10th, will include both a XERION

5000 and a 1952 Fordson. The Worshipful Company of

Farmers are using the tractors to highlight the role that UK

farmers have played in meeting the food production needs

of the country over Her Majesty the Queen’s 60-year reign.



This year’s harvest was one of the wettest experienced by

even the most seasoned farmer in Ireland where tracked

combines harvesters are making ground. One customer,

Donal Twomey, who farms with two sons Dan and Con, is

now on his second tracked CLAAS combine harvester, this

year upgrading to new tracked CLAAS LEXION 760 from a

tracked CLAAS LEXION 580. 

The Twomey’s grow 688 hectares of combinable cereal

crops on three farms in county Cork, divided between

winter and spring barley plus some winter wheat.

Everything is dried and stored at their home farm in

Roberts Cove, approximately 15 miles south of Cork city in

the South-West Ireland. 

Their fields are quite large by Irish standards and are for

the most part perched on the sides of quite steep rolling

hills which stretch down to the sea. The narrow roads were

the biggest deciding factor for the initial move to a tracked

combine harvester. Con explains, “The same combine

running on conventional wheels would require the likes of

900 tyres making it over two foot wider on the road than

the tracked combine.” 

With the Twomey’s furthest block of land 40 miles away,

this would present serious problems for moving the

combine on the narrow coastal roads.  Dan states, “When

we move we can move more freely with the tracked

combine. You still have to pick your times alright but it is

much easier to get around on tracks,” he adds.

Overall width for road travel is not the only advantage

though. Before the Twomey’s moved to a tracked combine

harvester, they would often have to back-track between

farms to harvest cereals that were left behind because it

was too wet for their wheeled combine to travel. The large

foot-print of the tracks mean low ground pressure and as

a consequence it can travel where a conventional wheeled

combine cannot.

Donal explains, “In the wet harvest of 2008 we had to

return to around nine different fields across all the farms

with maybe only an acre at each to harvest. With the track

harvester, now we can finish all the cutting at each farm

before going onto the next one. Even this year we didn’t

leave anything behind.” 

Dan drives the LEXION 760 and explains that it is a very

capable harvester on the rolling hills around Roberts Cove,

“It can cut in both directions, uphill and downhill , where

you just couldn’t with an ordinary wheeled combine in

conditions like we had this year.”

Equipped with a 7.5 metre Vario header, Dan says, “The

760 has huge capacity and the engine has infinite power. It

just wouldn’t die, even on the steep hills around here.” On

driving it he says, “The new LEXION 760 is a nicer

machine to operate that the

580. The cutting capacity is

something similar. Driving it

though, the controls are

better, the joystick is more

user friendly.”

Donal, Dan and Con

Twomey all agree that the

service and backup offered

by their local dealer

McCarthy Plant is

excellent. “You could ring

them any time any day with

a problem,” Donal says,

adding “Any problem we’ve

ever had, they’d get you

going. Anything that could

be fixed would be fixed on

the spot.”

While the Twomey’s are well

prepared for another wet

harvest, the hope is though

that next year it will not

come…..
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Tracked LEXION a bonus for wet year

Donal, Dan and Con Twomey



New three-point 10 rotor
tedder
The new VOLTO 1100 is the world’s first three-point

linkage mounted 10 rotor tedder. It features the newly

developed MAX SPREAD crop flow concept, and has a

working width of 10.70 m. 

The new VOLTO 1100 achieves significantly higher outputs

and due to the new design of the arms, achieves a greatly

improved spreading pattern whilst also gently handling the

crop to keep leaf shatter to a minimum. 

Instead of straight spreading arms, the new MAX SPREAD

concept uses slightly angled arms to improve crop flow

through the tedder. As a result the spreading arms work

for 65% longer  and the increase in pick-up rate results in

significantly higher working speeds. 

Compared with conventional spreading arms, the crop

flow runs between the rotors in a straight line which,

combined with a reduced PTO speed, is more gentle on

the crop. As a result of this linear flow through the tedding

rotors, this creates a greater space for the crop to pass

through, so helping increase throughput but also provides

a wider and more even spread pattern. 

For different crop conditions, the spreading angle can be

adjusted between 16° and 12°, without the use of tools

and a headland crop guard is also available as an option. 

The gearbox has continuous lubrication and power is

transmitted between the rotors via the well proven,

maintenance free PERMALINK drive concept. The round

spreading arms are secured to the rotor plate and

stabilised via an additional support ring and are fitted with

five-coil tines to provide the necessary stability and

flexibility.

New ROTO CUT
QUADRANT 3300
CLAAS has now expanded and completed the

QUADRANT 3300 range with the addition of a new ROTO

CUT (RC) version, giving a range of six different variants.

Both the QUADRANT 3200 and the QUADRANT 3300 are

now fitted with a larger, 2.35 m wide pick-up with a

POWER FEEDING SYSTEM (PFS) auger. 

The PFS auger has generously-dimensioned flights and

conveys the crop deep into the rotor. The crop flow is

therefore homogenised and accelerated, which in turn

increases the throughput. In combination with the dual

Roller Crop Press, this guarantees a clean crop feed even

with very wide swaths and at high speeds. 

The clean feed is guaranteed by the proven JAGUAR pick-

up cam track and cam rollers that are now integrated in

both balers. The torques of the pick-up cam-type cut-out

clutch and the rotor coupling have been raised by 20%

and, together with the optimised speed of the PFS and the

rotor, ensure increased throughput even under difficult

harvest conditions.
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New pivoting cutting unit with drawer
A new feature on both the QUADRANT 3200 RC / FC and

the QUADRANT 3300 RC is the Knife Drawer which

provides easy access to the chopping blades. The knife

drawer is opened either using the COMMUNICATOR II or

buttons on the side of the baler. Running on 12 bearings to

prevent it twisting, the drawer slides out to two-thirds of its

length to one side, then is simply slid out to the opposite

side to access the remainder of the blades.

In both machines there is also a new TURBO FAN with a

particularly generously-dimensioned turbine fan from the

LEXION, which provides 150% more air volume to keep

the knotters clean at all times. This is especially important

for reliable use, including with short straw.

Both balers can be adjusted from the cab by means of the

new COMMUNICATOR II which has a colour display and

keyboard that facilitates operations, even in darkness, and

allows for data transfer via a USB interface. 

New Product



CLAAS UK has embarked on a considerable expansion of

its UK RTK (Real Time Kinematics) signal network, which

ultimately will result in it being able to offer unrivalled

coverage over 60% of England’s arable area by using

structures, such as television and wireless masts, on

which to mount its base stations.

“The one great advantage of being able to use structures

such at TV masts is their height,” explains CLAAS Efficient

Agriculture Systems (EASY) product specialist Edward

Miller. “By being able to mount the base station high up

the mast, this provides far greater coverage.”

“As part of this network expansion, we are also

substantially increasing the signal strength from the

current 25 watts up to 2kW. This will be a big benefit as it

will provide a stronger, more reliable signal.”

As previously, the positioning of the new base stations will

ensure that there is a considerable overlap between areas,

ensuring there are as few dead spots as possible, so that

contractors or farmers are never out of range of a mast.

Due to the signal strength and use of higher masts, users

can be confident that they will be able to receive a

consistent, high

strength signal,

regardless of

where they are,

or the terrain.

To access this

new, high

strength signal,

the annual

licence fee is just

£450 per

machine, plus for

those using non-

CLAAS RTK

steering

equipment there

is a one-off

charge of

approximately

£500 to convert

their equipment

to receive the

signal.

To provide greater operational efficiency and accuracy,

CLAAS has developed a new automatic headland turning

function, AUTO TURN, for the CLAAS GPS PILOT S3

guidance system.

At the press of a button, the AUTO TURN automates the

whole headland turning operation, and ensures that not

only is the tractor and implement perfectly lined-up for the

next pass up the field, but that headland turns are

conducted quicker, especially at night.

In addition to turning straight back in adjacent to the

previous pass, AUTO TURN provides the operator with the

option to enter how many bouts they would like to skip,

and will show how wide a headland will be required for the

turn. To complete the set-up, the operator simply has to

select which way the tractor is to turn, after which the

turning manoeuvre is simply activated at the press of the

‘Go’ button.

AUTO TURN is available as an option on all current

versions of the CLAAS GPS PILOT S3 guidance system.

AUTO TURN can be used in conjunction with any brand of

tractor.

Map showing the area that will be initially covered by the

CLAAS TRK network as from July 1st 2012.

EASY and Precision Farming

CLAAS Harvestimes / Winter 2012
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Headland turning at the press of a button

Major expansion of CLAAS RTK
network



The latest version of the unique CLAAS TELEMATICS

system now incorporates the ability for the system to

automatically recognise which field it is in and immediately

start uploading information so saving time and potential

error.

The latest APDI system is standard within TELEMATICS.

Once a field boundary has been loaded and a field folder

created and named, as soon as a TELEMATICS equipped

machine starts working in that field, it is automatically

recognised and performance and output data allocated to

that folder.

For most farms, providing data on field boundaries to

upload to their TELEMATICS system should not be too

much of a problem, as most digital field maps can be

used, including RPA maps. However, where digital maps

are not available, as before the operator can press start

when he enters the field, and stop when he finishes to

create a map, which can then be viewed in Google Earth

and a folder created and saved for future reference.
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If ever there was a year to test the capability of a new

combine this was it, and it’s one that R C Boreham

Farming’s new 40kph LEXION 750TT has passed with

flying colours.

R C Boreham changed to CLAAS as they felt that the

LEXION was a better combine, with a higher build quality.

In addition, they wanted tracks to reduce soil compaction

on their heavy soils and whilst the 730ha farming operation

is based at Pleshey near Chelmsford, with land spread

over an area from Braintree to Stansted, the 40kph road

speed was also an important factor.

“The TERRA TRAC system was very important both for

compaction, but also the stable platform it provides for the

cutterbar which has made picking up laid crops far easier,”

says Roy Boreham. “The LEXION really is exceptional and

without the tracks we would have had problems.”

In addition to a 9.0m VARIO cutterbar, the LEXION 750

was also specified with CEMOS and GPS steering, using

Egnos through GPS PILOT.

“Our largest field is 40ha so not cutting a full width wastes

a lot of time” explains farm manager Richard Butler. “with

GPS steering, efficiency has improved by 18% and costs

are reduced when you take into account the saving in time

and diesel, plus the reduction in wear and tear.”

“Egnos has worked extremely well and far easier than

steering yourself. It reduces fatigue and allows the driver

to concentrate on the combine settings, which has been

essential this year. Having Egnos now gives us the option

to work in multiples of 30ft which gives the driver far more

versatility as to how he cuts the field.”

Richard says they

found having

CEMOS certainly

helped the driver

achieve the most

from it. “CEMOS is

fantastic and been

invaluable. The

speed with which

it can make a

difference is

impressive and it

gives you

solutions that you

might not

otherwise have

thought of yourself

and you can see in the loss monitors that the solution is

obviously working.”

“The CRUISE PILOT system is also a great aid, because

over a 12 to 14 hour day an operator can never maintain

the same throughout, so does need help. With CEMOS,

CRUISE PILOT and PGS steering, and it certainly helped

maintain maximum outputs. On good days in big fields, we

could average 40 tonnes per hour and clear 24 to 32ha a

day, which was good going bearing in mind the

conditions.”

“Overall the new LEXION 750 has been fantastic. It took

whatever we threw at it and it purred through the green

stemmed oilseed rape which our previous combine would

have struggled with,” states Richard. “It was a perfect year

to test a new combine and it worked really well.”

LEXION 750 passes challenging test

APDI Automatic field recognition

Richard Butler
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TELEMATICS drive harvest efficiency
  The ability to use TELEMATICS to plan and monitor

 combines has played a major role in ensuring optimum

efficiency on one of the UK’s largest arable farms.

Until this year, the 4480ha of cereals grown on Thurlow

Estate Farms in Suffolk was split between three equal

sized farms, each running a 9.0m-cut wheeled LEXION

600. However, this year has seen a complete

reorganisation with the farms merged into one single unit.

The LEXIONs have been replaced by three LEXION 770

TERRA TRACs, specified with 10.5m VARIO cutterbars,

CEMOS, TELEMATICS, yield mapping and the farm’s

existing GPS steering.

Driving the change has been Farms Director Andrew

Crossley and Farm Manager Jonathan Drury, who see the

use of TELEMATICS as key to the management of harvest

and achieving optimum efficiency from the combines.

“In my last job I had five years experience of a LEXION

580 with TELEMATICS, and each year we managed to

increase efficiency by 2% on average, going from 65 to

75% efficiency by looking at the data each year and

further tweaking field craft and logistics,” says Andrew.

“There is no reason why we should not be able to do the

same here, but if you are to measure change, you need to

know where to focus that change, which is where

TELEMATICS play an important role.”

The three LEXION 770s are run as a single team,

supported by three 40m3 chaser bins. The policy is that

the previous combine driver for each block of crop will

take the lead and inform the other two operators how and

where to move, and when a field is nearly finished, he will

peel off to open the next field. 

The forward planning has paid off, as despite the difficult

conditions, whilst the three LEXION 600s each averaged

276 drum and 387 engine hours over the last two years,

this year the LEXION 770s completed harvest in an

average of 286 drum hours, but in 326 engine hours each.

“By running the combines together, there was no tail-off in

performance,” says Andrew. “As each combine has GPS

steering, each work full-width blocks. TELEMATICS reports

also send performance data straight to the operators

iPhones. In the morning, Jonathan and I could see exactly

where they had got to the previous day, how they had

performed and plan the day, leaving the drivers free to

service the combines and get on with their jobs.”

“It was encouraging to see that one or two drivers were

always near the top of the performance league, and the

one lagging was usually the lead combine as it was taking

out the headlands ahead of the other pair.”

The three LEXIONs are one of the first to be fitted with the

new TELEMATICS based yield mapping system, whereby

data is automatically uploaded to the field parcel and can

be accessed immediately, without needing to upload

information to a computer via a data card.

“The great advantage is that with 450 fields, the data from

all three LEXIONs is automatically gathered, uploaded and

allocated to each field, rather than us needing to load and

merge data from three separate cards,” says Jonathan.

Already Andrew is planning next year to provide the lead

chaser bin driver with an iPad linked to TELEMATICS so

that he can monitor grain tank levels to better plan field

logistics. Likewise the grain store will also have access to

the data so that they can monitor yields and moisture

contents ahead of the grain actually arriving.

“This year’s conditions were tough and combine

performance was down, so to complete harvest in the

same time and make the system work so well first time

was quite an achievement,” states Andrew. 

Andrew Crossley and Jonathan Drury
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Global news

CLAAS has established a new company in

China, based in Beijing. This follows the recent

official opening of offices in the Thai capital of

Bangkok a few weeks ago. CLAAS Agricultural

Machinery Trading (Beijing) Co., Ltd will promote

and market CLAAS technology in this huge

country which has a population of 1.34 billion

people.

The guests at the ceremony included the

Counselor for food, agriculture and consumer

protection of the German Embassy in Beijing,

Meike Rassbach, and the Vice President of the Chinese

Academy for the Mechanisation of Agriculture, Prof. Yang

Shikun. CLAAS was represented by Jan-Hendrik Mohr

(Sales Director at the CLAAS Group), Dr. Jens Oeding

(CLAAS Regional Director and Managing Director of the

new company), Dr. Rainer Tauscher (Deputy Managing

Director and Sales Manager) and Blue Xu (Manager of the

Representation in China and Key Account Manager).

Several representatives of the press also attended the

opening ceremony.

CLAAS opens
company in China

Chinese tradition: Jan-Hendrik Mohr painted the eyes of a lion costume, which is

supposed to ensure a successful future for the company.

Cutting the ribbon at the opening ceremony: Dr. Jens Oeding, Prof. Yang Shikun, Jan-

Hendrik Mohr and Meike Rassbach.
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CROP TIGER support in Thailand
To support its growing business in south-east Asia, CLAAS

has opened a new Regional Centre in Thailand’s capital,

Bangkok. Thailand is the world’s biggest rice exporter,

annually producing around 31 million tonnes a year, of

which 80-90% is harvested mechanically. With areas such

as central Thailand able to grow 2.5 crops a year, the

CROP TIGER has proven to be ideally suited to the very

wet rice fields.

Tractor assembly starts in Russia
In 2005, CLAAS was the first foreign agricultural machinery

manufacturer to open a factory in the Russian Federation,

since when over 2,000 combines have been assembled at

the plant at Krasnodar. 

The market in Russia for high horsepower tractors is

expanding rapidly. As a result, CLAAS has expanded its

production facilities at Krasnodar, starting with assembly

of the XERION 3300 in Summer 2011. This was joined by

the more powerful XERION 3800 earlier this year and

tractor assembly has now been further expanded with the

addition of the AXION range of tractors, using components

shipped from the main Le Mans tractor plant in France.



New French tractor test centre
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CLAAS has opened its new Tractor Testing and
Validation Centre at Trangé near Le Mans. Located close
to the CLAAS tractor assembly plant in Le Mans, the
new test centre will allow the sharing of skills and
cooperation between CLAAS Tractor's Product
Development, Industrialisation and After-Sales
departments. 

In addition to working closely with more than twenty local

farmers, the centre will also work with the Université du

Maine, the acoustics laboratory, agricultural colleges, the

college of surveyors and the automotive institute. 

This centre also has a testing zone which can process up

to 80 tractors at any one time, plus it incorporates larger

prototype development workshops and more efficient test

benches. 

The new Testing and Validation Centre represents a new

era in the development of CLAAS tractors and follows

major investment in the new Cab assembly line (€5 million)

in 2008, and the new Painting Unit in 2010 (€10 million). It

will provide a further step on the road to excellence and an

essential stage in the CLAAS

Group’s international

development strategy, where

already 70% of tractors

produced at Le Mans are

exported.

This will take CLAAS's total

investment in new product

development since 2003 to 400

million euros and the R&D and

Projects workforce has

significantly increased over the

same period. The number of

permanent employees in the

R&D and Projects departments

has also risen by 80%. 

New beginnings
in New Zealand
Cathrina Claas-Mühlhäuser signs an ARION 640 bonnet,

which was a surprise gift for Landpower, the CLAAS

importer for Australia and New Zealand, to commemorate

the opening of their new headquarters building. The

bonnet will stand in the middle of the entrance hall for all

their guests to see.



First in CLAAS

Data Card draw
Many thanks to those who returned the Data Card,

enclosed in the ‘What do YOU say?’ tractor newspaper.

The winner of a Mixed case of fine German wine was Iain

Robertson of Alnwick, Northumberland.

CLAAS RTK Subscription winner
Congratulations to Jason Palmer of Surfleet in

Lincolnshire, who won the year’s subscription for the

CLAAS RTK network.
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Farm Manager of the Year 2012 – John Baker

AVERO combine
for one season 
Robert Watson from

Straithie near St Andrews

in Fife, who won the use

of an AVERO combine for

a season, receives the

keys to the combine from

CLAAS CEO Trevor Tyrrell

and Jim Forrett of Sellars.

AXOS 340CX with FL60C loader for three
months
Mick Bird from Seward congratulates Keith Wilson, of

Arkendale near Knaresborough in North Yorkshire who

won the use of an AXOS 340CX complete with a CLAAS

FL60C loader for three months.

Andy Rankin has been responsible for a considerable

increase in the area farmed by Westrope Farming, from

1000ha when he joined in 1999 to 3,500ha spread over

eight farms, growing a wide range of arable and vegetable

crops. This he runs with a team of two managers, two

foremen, 13 full time staff and up to 22 casual staff.

CLAAS UK would also like to congratulate all the other

category winners.

The ‘Farm Manager of the Year’ award is sponsored by CLAAS UK. To enter or

nominate someone for the 2013 award, please visit the Awards website at

www.farmersweeklyawards.co.uk and click ‘Nominate’. 

Congratulations to John Baker, manager of Thoresby
Home Farm, winner of the CLAAS sponsored ‘Farm
Manager of the Year’ award at this year’s Farmers
Weekly Awards.

The farm extends to 2,929ha with a complex mix of crops

and enterprises. In addition to arable cropping, the farm

also grows sugar beet, potatoes and vegetables. There is

also over 500ha of heath and ancient forest, which is part

of Sherwood Forest, grazed by 180 pedigree Longhorn

cattle and 300 Jacob sheep, plus there are a 1000

commercial ewes and a 50ha outdoor pig unit.

What set John apart in the opinion of the judging panel

was the way in which he successfully manages this

complex business and achieved consistent profitability.

Alongside that is his policy of actively involving the staff,

for whom he organises a number of social events,

including an annual harvest supper, and they are also

encouraged to be involved in the various public events

held on the farm, including the annual Thoresby Hay Ride.

The other finalists were Scott Kirby of Harper Adams

University College and Andy Rankin of Westrope Farming. 

Since arriving at HAUC in 2000, Scott has doubled the

farmed area to 650ha, and juggled this with involving

students and lecturing. A new greenfield dairy complex

was opened in 2009, followed in 2010 by the development

of an industry showpiece 500mW anaerobic digester.

John Baker, with Farmers Weekly editor Jane King, Trevor Tyrrell and Seb Coe

General news
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Graduation ceremonies were recently held for the latest

group of CLAAS apprentices to complete their four-year

studies at Barony College in Scotland and at Saxham for

the students from Reaseheath College in Cheshire. 

The graduation ceremony at Barony marked the

completion of the course for the first group of students to

start at the college, which is near Dumfries. Their

achievement was witnessed by their friends, family and

CLAAS and dealer representatives, together with the most

recently recruited apprentices who joined the Scheme in

August and will continue in the footsteps of the graduates.

CLAAS is still the only major land based manufacturer to

offer a specific apprenticeship course based in Scotland.

Demand for this course has been consistently evident not

only from CLAAS dealers in Scotland and Northern

England, but now also in Ireland, and runs in parallel with

the course based at Reaseheath College.

Over the four years that the students attend Reaseheath or

Barony, the students work towards a National Diploma in

Barony intake: The latest students to start their training at Barony College are: Kevin

Killeen (DH Farm Machinery, Galway), Graham Grant (Erwin Agricare, Antrim), Seamus

Finnegan (Leinster Farm Machinery, Meath), John Mattimoe (Alan Douglas Machinery,

Meath), Cameron Brownlie (Sellars), Ross Butchart (Sellars), Iain Birnie (Sellars) and

Michael Hailey (Rickerby).

Barony graduates: The first group of students to complete the CLAAS Agricultural

Apprenticeship based at Barony College, Dumfries are Andrew Ellis, Stuart Reid, Jack

Wright and Michael Stronach, all from Sellars, and Chris Benoit, Jamie Henderson and

Mark Bell from Rickerby.

Reaseheath intake: Starting their training at Reaseheath College are: Tom English

(Manns), Simeon Warren (Manns), Kaine Green (Kirby), Henry Bruce (Southern

Harvesters), Jason Burt (Mill), Charlie Langston (Mill), Harry Steer (Marsh), Matthew

Ashton (Marsh), Chris Spensley (Seward), Brett Bargery (Hamblys), Ian Woodward

(Sharnford Tractors), James Foster (Oliver) and Declan Reynolds (Ellis Dawe).

Reaseheath graduates: Graduating from Reaseheath College are: Sam Scrowston

(Seward), Dieter Thresh (Marsh), Jamie Ashton (Manns), Liam Eyres (Kirby) and Rhydian

Davies (Riverlea).

Land Based Technology plus advanced technical and

industry certificates that have been introduced by CLAAS. 

These elements are all focused at a practical level which is

applied through the students’ dealerships by ongoing

workshop and field experience. The Apprentices also have

exposure at the CLAAS headquarters in Harsewinkel,

Germany and the CLAAS UK headquarters at Bury St.

Edmunds, Suffolk to get a feel for the size and scale of the

global business and the importance CLAAS places on the

development of competent technicians.

Throughout their time within the CLAAS dealer network,

the training and development pathways available to young

technicians are progressive and aligned with the

Landbased Technician Accreditation (LTA) Scheme. This

sees the apprentices enrolled at LTA 1 at the start of the

Apprentice programme and then upon graduation they

become eligible for LTA 2 (Service Engineer). Subsequent

dealer experience and CLAAS training can see them

achieve LTA 3 (Master Mechanic) or even LTA 4 (Master

Technician) status.

CLAAS apprentices – the year of 2012


